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his brief summarizes the ways that schools and their teachers can simultaneously reach more students with excellent teaching,
expand teachers’ career opportunities, and sustainably fund higher pay and other priorities.
This is based on Public Impact’s school models that use job redesign and technology to extend the reach of excellent teachers
and the teams they lead to more students, for more pay, within budget — making significant pay increases possible for all teachers. Most
of these models create new roles and collaborative teaching teams, with in-school time for on-the-job learning, enabling all teachers and
staff to develop and contribute to excellence.
Savings and cost calculations of three school models—Multi-Classroom Leadership; Elementary Subject Specialization; and TimeTechnology Swap Rotation at the elementary and secondary levels, alone and combined with Multi-Classroom Leadership—illustrate that
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excellence by all instructional staff may produce even greater savings for higher pay and other priorities, while also producing excellent
results for more students. For example, adding Multi-Classroom Leadership to any other model lets great teachers take full responsibility
for leading and developing their teammates to serve far more students with excellence. Everyone can learn more, and earn more.
We call this an “Opportunity Culture.” In an Opportunity Culture, all teachers have career opportunities dependent upon their excellence, leadership, and student impact. Advancement allows more pay and greater reach. Development toward excellence is possible for
all staff, in every role.
When teachers reach more students, additional per-pupil funds become available to support those teachers’ work. This additional
funding, minus new costs, can be used for higher pay and other priorities, according to the values, needs, and priorities of each school.  
In this brief, we summarize:
✱ School models for extending the reach of excellent teachers (see the Appendix on page 9 for more)
✱ How reach models can generate savings that schools can use for higher pay and other priorities
✱ How schools can use savings, including paying all teachers more
✱ A comparison of savings and cost factors, and of pay increase potential, when using different reach models
For more information, see OpportunityCulture.org, which provides school model summaries, detailed models and tools, teacher career
paths, and more. Detailed models include pay changes and cost savings sections specific to each model. Visit often for updated materials.
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